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Drop Off Class

Early Childhood Sports
“Hottest” program in 2017! Don’t miss these 
limited time three-in-one technology-driven 
classes complete with music, preschool, and 
sports.  “Rock” with us as we play today’s top 
children’s pop songs; explore letters, numbers, 
colors and shapes inside sports and the language 
of physical activity and movement.  Sports are 

kept simple and learning made fun. Kid “Fitbits” are worn to track how 
hard your child works, Go-Pro cameras to capture the action, and an IPad 
to display our own original animated instructional lessons.  

All equipment is provided, unless indicated.

Participants receive a FREE Jelly Bean Sports t-shirt!

JELLY BEAN SOCCER PREP (2-6 Years)
Sullivan Community Center Gym
Just short of your child doing backflips, you can expect him or her to be 
begging to come back after every class. By keeping sports simple and 
making learning fun, Jelly Bean Sports integrates all your child’s favorite 
touches like bubbles, parachutes, rings, dots, beach balls and cones to 
help children of every skill level learn how to take to coaching and work 
both individually and collectively within a group. Your child’s attitude and 
confidence will grow as he or she starts owning the soccer process taught 
the Jelly Bean Way.

2-3 Years

4-6 Years

No class 11/21.

LOCATION CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
Gym A 213901-1 9/2 - 10/7 Sa 9:30-10:15a $109/136
Gym B 213901-2 9/5 - 9/26 Tu 5:15-6:00p $70/88
Gym B 213901-3 10/3 - 10/24 Tu 5:15-6:00p $70/88
Gym A 213901-4 10/14 - 11/18 Sa 9:30-10:15a $109/136
Gym B 213901-5 11/7 - 12/19 Tu 5:15-6:00p $105/131

LOCATION CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
Gym B 213902-1 9/5 - 9/26 Tu 6:15-7:00p $70/88
Gym B 213902-2 10/3 - 10/24 Tu 6:15-7:00p $70/88
Gym B 213902-3 11/7 - 12/19 Tu 6:15-7:00p $105/131

JELLY BEAN BASKETBALL PREP (2-5 Years)
Sullivan Community Center, Gym A
Jelly Bean Sports takes a high-energy, entertainment approach to teaching 
dribbling, passing and shooting. Whether your child is a novice or skilled 
basketball player, our developmental techniques provide the perfect 
blend of athletic challenge and fall-on-the-floor humor to keep boys and 
girls engaged in learning. Jelly Bean Sports simplifiles basketball and 
keeps learning fun by not only integrating engaging stories and learning 
tools, but also teaching your child a kid-friendly basketball language that 
sets him or her up for future success in team play.

No class 11/24.

AGE CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
2-3 Years 213903-1 9/8 - 9/29 F 1:15-2:00p $70/88
2-3 Years 213903-2 10/6 - 10/27 F 1:15-2:00p $70/88
2-3 Years 213903-3 11/3 - 12/15 F 1:15-2:00p $105/131
4-5 Years 213904-1 9/8 - 9/29 F 2:00-2:45a $70/88
4-5 Years 213904-2 10/6 - 10/27 F 2:00-2:45p $70/88
4-5 Years 213904-3 11/3 - 12/15 F 2:00-2:45p $105/131

JELLY BEAN SPORT SHORTS (2-6 Years)
Sullivan Community Center, Gym A
Sample all of your child’s favorite sports, including soccer, t-ball and 
basketball, as well as unique offerings like hockey and golf!  As leading 
sport-for-child development experts, Jelly Bean Sports emphasizes fun 
and teamwork, as opposed to competition, to keep your child interested 
and engaged in the sports learning process. Each week, we introduce 
a new sport through exercises, drills, and games, that build listening, 
communication, motor skills, self-confidence, and a passion for sports.

AGE CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
2-3 Years 213908-1 9/2 - 10/7 Sa 10:30-11:15a $109/136
2-3 Years 213908-2 10/14 - 11/18 Sa 10:30-11:15a $109/136
4-6 Years 213909-1 9/2 - 10/7 Sa 11:15a-12:00p $109/136
4-6 Years 213909-2 10/14 - 11/18 Sa 11:15a-12:00p $109/136

SPORTSKIDS PEE WEE TRACK, FIELD & FITNESS (4-6 Years)
NEW! Sullivan Community Center, Gym A*
Join us for a fun workout and to learn about a sport that is rich in tradition 
and history. This unique class will combine stretching, movement and 
other fitness concepts with running, jumping, throwing and other skills 
used in track and field. Hula hoops, jump ropes, parachutes, soft balls 
and frisbees, and other  equipment will guide us through fitness activities 
and track and field events in a safe environment. Our fun approach 
will help little athletes develop a love of being active. The session will 
conclude with a fun-filled SportsKids track and field meet on the last day 
of class.

No class 11/20.
*Session I will meet at Deerpath Park, Field B.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
222201-1 8/29 - 9/19 Tu 4:00-4:45p $30/36
222201-2 10/2 - 10/23 M 4:00-4:45p $30/36
222201-3 11/6 - 12/4 M 4:00-4:45p $30/36

SPORTSKIDS PEE WEE LACROSSE (4-5 Years)
NEW! Sullivan Community Center, Gym A*
Play lacrosse like the big kids. Age appropriate sized sticks and softer 
balls will be used for safety. Children will learn skills including cradling, 
stick work, running, passing, shooting and more.

No class 11/20.
*Session I will meet at Deerpath Park, Field B.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
222203-1 8/29 - 9/19 Tu 5:30-6:15p $30/36
222203-2 10/2 - 10/23 M 5:30-6:15p $30/36
222203-3 11/6 - 12/4 M 5:30-6:15p $30/36

http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2688
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3342
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3343
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3344
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3345
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3346
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3347
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3348
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2686
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3353
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3354
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2687
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3355
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3356
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3349
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3350
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3351
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3352
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3329
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3488
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3489
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3331
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3492
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3493
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EARLY CHILDHOOD
PLAY FOR 60 (3-5 Years)
Sullivan Community Center, Gym A
Bonnie Imburgia 
The NFL encourages children to be active for at least 60 minutes a day.  
The Park District believes it’s just as important!  If your child is in AM 
preschool or has a free day, this class will offer large motor activities, 
sports, and outdoor play, weather permitting.  Please send a water bottle 
with your child.  We will walk children from their AM preschool class to 
Play for 60.  To extend their afternoon, register for Nature Explorers.  
Children will be walked to class after Play for 60.  

No class 11/22.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
210301-1 9/20 - 12/20 W 11:15a-12:15p $130/143

We will walk children from their AM preschool 
class to Play for 60. To extend their afternoon, 

register for Nature Explorers (Page 17). Children 
will be walked to class after Play for 60.

Early Childhood Variety

With over 30  years experience in early childhood development, Kindermusik is the world’s most respected 
name in musical learning. Our trained and licensed educators provide carefully researched, developmentally 
appropriate music and movement programs for children newborn to age seven.  Our home materials provide 
families with tools to continue the enrichment at home. Kindermusik Northshore, (847) 236.9286 or  
www.kindermusiknorthshore.com

KINDERMUSIK VILLAGE: DO-SI-DO
(Newborn-17 Months with Parent or Caregiver)
Sullivan Community Center, Meeting Room C
Kara Spector
Hear squeals of delight as your babyanticipates the next zoom lift, giggles 
while dancing and socializing, and wide-eyed excitement for tummy tickle 
rhymes, massage, and exploration time. We'll explain why research 
reveals this is important as we nurtue and stimulate our lap babies, 
crawlers, and walkers. 

No class 11/25, 12/23, 12/25, 12/30, and 1/1.
*An additional $40 home material fee payble to Kindermusik Northshore 
provides a full-length CD, baby board book, scarf, visual stimulation 
banner, and egg shaker instrument.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR*
210101-1 9/18 -11/6 M 11:10-11:55a $112/123
210101-2 11/13 - 1/15 M 11:10-11:55a $112/123
210101-3 11/11 - 1/20 Sa 11:00-11:45a $112/123

KINDERMUSIK OUR TIME: WIGGLES & GIGGLES
(18 Months-3 Years with Parent or Caregiver)
Sullivan Community Center, Meeting Room C
Kara Spector
Imagine twirling around the room, marching with happiness and singing 
out with joy to the music! Lead by licensed teachers who cherish our 
child’s blossoming social skills with “turn taking” activities, finger games, 
an playing simple instruments. Keep boosting your child’s brain power 
and have fun using the essential home materials.

No class 11/25, 12/23, 12/30, and 1/1.
*An additional $60 fee, payable to Kindermusik Northshore the first day 
of class, consists of 2 CD's, 2 music and movement books, activity book, 
and a specially designed instrument, all in a carry bag.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR*
210104-1 9/18 - 1/8 M 10:00-10:50a $182/200
210104-2 9/16 - 1/6 Sa 10:00-10:50a $182/200

PROGRAM AGE PAGE

Dance 3-7 22-23

Swim Lessons 6 mos.-5 Years 33-35

Ice Skating 3-5 38

Hockey 3-6 39

Soccer Pre-K 39

Gymnastics 1-6 40-42

Rhythmic Gymnastics 3-5 42

Tennis 3-5 46-47

Pre-Karate 4-7 48

More Early Childhood/
Preschool Sports!

http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2707
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2700
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2701
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2702
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2697
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2698
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TOTALLY TWOS (2 YEARS)
Sullivan Community Center, Meeting Room C
Michelle Bauman 
This class gives your child a chance to have more fun and independence 
in a preschool setting.  We will include weekly themes taught through 
stories, crafts, music, dance, free play and lots of fun activities. 

No class 11/22.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
210601-1 9/20 - 10/25 W 10:05-10:50a $76/95
210601-2 11/1 - 12/13 W 10:05-10:50a $76/95

ALL BY MYSELF (2 YEARS)
Sullivan Community Center, Meeting Room C
Michelle Bauman
This class is perfect for the two year old who is ready for a class on their 
own.  We will have structured activities mixed in with unstructured play.  
Come join us in this fun and relaxing atmosphere.  Class activities include 
arts and crafts, circle time, free play, story time and fun and games.  

No class 11/22.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
210501-1 9/20 - 10/25 W 9:15-10:00a $76/95
210501-2 11/1 - 12/13 W 9:15-10:00a $76/95

KIDDING AROUND (2.5-4 Years)
NEW PROJECTS! Sullivan Community Center, Preschool Room A
Bonnie Imburgia 
Children will be participating in a large assortment of activities.  They 
will have the opportunity to play a wide variety of games in the gym and 
outside.  We will also reinforce their preschool skills and introduce many 
themes through stories, cooking, and art projects.

No class 11/10 and 11/24.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
210801-1 9/29 - 10/27 F 8:45-11:15a $97/105
210801-2 11/3 - 12/15 F 8:45-11:15a $97/105

BOYS CLUB (3-5 Years)
NEW PROJECTS! Sullivan Community Center, Preschool Room D
Bonnie Imburgia and Joan Groody
Frogs and snails and puppy dog tails-that’s what little boys are made of, 
plus a lot of energy! Boys will have fun playing sports and other physical 
activities in the gym.  In the classroom, they will explore activities including 
playing with cars, building with Legos, and learning about dinosaurs.  
Each topic will include a project they create. Please send a water bottle 
with your child.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
210701-1 9/19 - 10/31 Tu 8:45-11:15a $136/150
210701-2 11/7 - 12/19 Tu 8:45-11:15a $136/150

GIGGLES, GROOVING, AND GLITTER (3-5 Years)
Sullivan Community Center, Preschool Room A
Bonnie Imburgia
Young girls get up on their feet for dance, aerobics and games! Girls enjoy 
lunch together while listening to music and visiting with friends.  During 
the last part of the class, we get the glitter and other craft supplies out 
and create projects that every girl adores! On the first day of class, we 
provide a small supply list for class projects.  Please bring a lunch and 
drink each week.

No class 10/9.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
211001-1 9/18 - 10/30 M 11:15a-2:15p $140/154
211001-2 11/6 - 12/18 M 11:15a-2:15p $163/179

MIND AND MUSCLES (4-5 Years)
Sullivan Community Center, Preschool Room A
Bonnie Imburgia 
Math isn’t just about numbers! We’ll spend half our class learning about 
early stages of math including patterns, sequencing, comparisons, and 
matching. The other half, we will spend time in the gym and focus on 
physical activities to improve our gross motor skills. Each child will need 
to bring a sack lunch and drink.

No class 11/10 and 11/24.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
211201-1 9/22 - 10/27 F 11:15a-1:45p $116/128
211201-2 11/3 - 12/15 F 11:15a-1:45p $97/107

If your child is ready, sign them up for both Totally 
Two’s and All By Myself. You will not need to 

come back for them between classes. A snack 
and drink will be provided between classes.

Drop Off Class

YES PLEASE, NO THANK YOU (3-5 Years)
NEW! Sullivan Community Center, Preschool Room D
Bonnie Imburgia 
Good manners and social skills help form the foundation of success in 
life.  We will participate in activities designed to teach us to be a good 
friend, be polite, and improve self confidence.  We will practice good table 
manners, so bring a lunch and drink each week.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
214201-1 9/19 - 12/19 Tu 11:15a-1:45p $272/299

PRESCHOOL PLUS (3-5 Years)
Sullivan Community Center, Preschool Room C
Holly Weber 
Add more fun to your 3 and 4 year old’s preschool day! Preschool Plus 
is a beneficial class to prepare your child for a full-day in Kindergarten. 
They will participate in large motor activities indoors and outside, listen to 
stories, sing songs, eat lunch together, plus more. Children should bring 
a lunch and drink to every class.

No class 10/9 and 11/22.

CODE DATES DAYS TIME R/NR
213201-1 9/6 - 12/20 M/W/F 11:15a-12:45p $552/608

http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2709
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2710
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2677
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2678
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2689
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2690
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2679
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2680
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2683
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3319
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2704
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2705
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3310
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2708
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EARLY CHILDHOOD
NATURE EXPLORERS (3-5 Years)
Sullivan Community Center, Preschool Room A
Bonnie Imburgia 
Children love to learn about the world around them.  How tall are the 
trees? How wild are the animals? How deep is the ocean? Through 
discussion, projects, and worksheets we will learn the answers to these 
and many more of their questions.  Bring a lunch and drink to class.

No class 11/22.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
210401-1 9/20 - 12/20 W 12:15-2:45p $252/277

FRENCH TOAST FRUIT KABOBS
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214005-1 11/18 Sa 11:00a-12:00p $32/40

STUFFED PIZZA BREAD
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214006-1 12/2 Sa 11:00a-12:00p $32/40

CORN DOG MUFFINS
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214007-1 12/16 Sa 11:00a-12:00p $32/40

MINI APPLE PIES
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214004-1 11/4 Sa 11:00a-12:00p $32/40

SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALL
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214008-1 9/8 F 4:30-5:30p $32/40

TOOTY FRUITY
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214009-1 9/15 F 4:30-5:30p $32/40

APPLE, BLUEBERRY, AND CREAM CHEESE TAQUITOS
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214010-1 9/22 F 4:30-5:30p $32/40

CHOCOLATE CHIP BANANA MUFFINS
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214012-1 10/13 F 4:30-5:30p $32/40

TACO CUPS
CODE DATE DAY TIME FEE
214011-1 10/6 F 4:30-5:30p $32/40

Sullivan Community Center, Meeting Room A/Kitchen 
Lisa Pucher
Ms. Lisa will take you on an all natural/made from 
scratch cooking adventure. If you like to cook, have 
fun, and learn new ideas, then join her for an hour 
class in the kitchen.  Please bring a medium size 
container to transport your goodies.  For allergy 
information contact Ms. Lisa at (847) 997-1414.

(5-9 Years)

READING ROOKIES (4-5 Years)
NEW! Sullivan Community Center, Preschool Room A (Tu), 
Preschool Room D (W)
Give your child the keys to reading success. This enrichment 
class uses thematic fun, multi-sensory instruction games, crafts 
and stories to teach children in their last year of preschool how 
to build their letter and sound knowledge. Each weekly lesson 
focuses on 2-3 letters. The lessons will ignite your child’s 
reading interest, while improving your child’s ability to hear, 
identify and manipulate individual sounds. By the end of the 
session, your child will have the building blocks to become a  
successful reader. 

No class 10/10 and 11/22.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
214301-1 9/12 - 12/12 Tu 12:00-1:15p $260/325
214301-2 9/13 - 12/13 W 12:00-1:15p $260/325

At Reading Rookies, we cultivate pre-reading and reading skills that 
enable children to have an enduring love for reading.  We recognize 
that children have different learning styles. We embrace these 
differences and engage the children through multi-sensory activities 
that build confidence in their abilities and inspire them to be lifelong 
learners. Contact us with questions at info@readingrookies.com or  
(847) 636-0836.

SHOWBIZ KIDS (3-5 Years)
CHILDREN’S THEATRE COMPANY 
NEW! Sullivan Community Center, Community Room
Margo Proeh 
Children are introduced to the magical world of musical theatre. 
Students learn songs, choreography and scene work from a variety of 
Disney musicals such as Moana, Trolls, Frozen, The Lion King, The Little 
Mermaid, and Mary Poppins. We will act out stories with minimal props 
and unlimited imagination! There will be different games, props, and fun, 
centered on the theme of the week.

No class 10/9.

CODE DATES DAY TIME R/NR
214101-1 9/11 - 10/23 M 12:15-1:15p $100/125
214101-2 10/30 - 12/4 M 12:15-1:15p $100/125

est. 1993

http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=2706
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3334
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3335
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3336
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3333
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3337
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3338
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3339
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3341
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3340
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3313
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3314
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3311
http://vhpd.maxgalaxy.net/Registration.aspx?ActivityID=3312

